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Jump into photography and the Nikon D5500 with this easy-to-read guide Armed with the new Nikon

D5500 digital camera, but don't know where to start? No problem! Nikon D5500 For Dummies is the

definitive guide to helping newbies and aspiring photographers get up and running with this great

DSLR camera. You'll dive right in to using your camera in automatic mode, then build on this basic

knowledge by learning about manual settings, exposure, and more advanced techniques that will

have you taking great photographs in a flash. This easy-to-use guide combines the tips and tricks of

a basic photography course with camera-specific guidance that will help you with the Nikon D5500's

basic settings, manual mode, WiFi connectivity, touchscreen interface, and so much more! The

Nikon D5500 is the perfect camera for a connected generation Ã¢â‚¬â€• it offers the features of a

DSLR with the connectivity of a smart phone and, but its high-quality photos go well beyond what

you can snap from your phone. With this fun guide, you'll take your photography to the next level! 

Get started with a roadmap of the Nikon D5500 controls and options for taking photos in automatic

mode, with preset shooting modes, or in manual mode. Take a crash course on exposure and how

to control it, along with lens and flash options of your camera Find out how to adjust color and focus,

use manual settings, and take photos in scene mode and priority mode Pull all your newfound

photography chops together to take better portraits, action shots, night photos, and outdoor shots 

Nikon D5500 For Dummies is the guide you need to get up and running quickly and easily with your

great new DSLR camera.
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Learn to:  Adjust your camera&#39;s settings for maximum results Shoot right away in auto mode or

get creative in manual mode Master the touchscreen and share your photos wirelessly  Take great

digital photos&#151;in a flash Want to make the most of your new Nikon D5500, but don&#39;t

know where to start? No problem! This is the definitive guide to helping aspiring photographers get

up and running with this awesome DSLR camera. You&#39;ll learn about manual settings,

exposure, and more advanced techniques that will have you taking stunning photos in no time. 

Snap to it &#151; understand your camera&#39;s picture settings, choose exposure modes, add

flash, and change picture sizes and file types Take your best shot &#151; get a grip on focus and

depth of field, master the color controls, and record movies After the fact &#151; explore playback

features, work with picture files, and share your photos from your tablet or smartphone Customize it

&#151; create your own menu and custom folders, add image comments, change the touchscreen

functions, and so much more  Open the book and find:  How to work the touchscreen features The

lowdown on attaching a lens, installing a memory card, and more Tips for recording and editing your

first movie Pro tips for shooting portraits and action shots Guidance on adjusting exposure and color

Fun features to explore on a rainy day How to apply effects to existing images

Julie Adair King&#39;s history as a digital photography author dates back to 1997 with the

publication of the first edition of Digital Photography For Dummies. Since then she has authored

over 50 books on digital photography, cameras, and photo editing and design software.

I really like this book, is on a plain language essay to read and understand the basics

This book is easier to read and follow than the product supplied manual. Good value for the price. I

am glad I purchased this book.

I have had a D60 for about 10yrs. ...finally saw the D5500 at a price I could afford. I started working

with it and realized this is similar...but does so much more....so I quickly ordered this book...this

book was laid out well, and a huge help ....my only complaint with this book is , it would help to put

some numbers in a few examples, instead of 'it depends on.....' Some basic info ...would help get

started . Example: when shooting in low light , how slow and aperture speed can you use? ...no info



....I found that the experts say to start at no less then 1/60 sec. So at least I had a place to

start...Otherwise, the book was great, and I still use it as I try other , more advanced processes.

Needed help to find my way around my Nikon D5500. I've had it for over a year but knew nothing

besides putting it in auto shoot. This book has been great in helping me to navigate all the different

buttons and functions of my camera. I've been immersed in the book and playing with my camera

for the last few days and I've gotta say, I'm more familiar thanks to the book.

I'm learning my D5500 page by page. So far, I've found this book well laid out and easy to follow.

Really making a difference in how well and how fast I'm figuring out how to take great photos with

this camera. Very happy I bought this!

Great book, with a ton of information and great color pictures to help me to learn all of the features

for my new camera. This is a must have book for anyone trying to learn all of the feature the new

DSLR's come with.

I received a Nikon D5500 for Christmas and I wanted to learn all the features and benefits of the

camera and this is the book to teach me. In typical "for Dummies" fashion, this book is very detailed

and it covers every question you could possibly have and then some. Not only does it cost all the

features and functions of the camera but it also covers the proper settings for the type of image

you're trying to capture. It goes also covers many terms that most beginners would have little to no

knowledge of. I have a much better appreciation for the art of photography, and trust me, is truly an

art.

Being a professional photographer myself, this book is a must have to anyone enjoying the wonders

of the D5500 series! It provides excellent guidance as to every possible mode you could ever think

of. The manufacturer's manual is nothing compared to the abundance of information that this

extraordinary guide provides! You will not be disappointed whatsoever!!!! I highly recommend this

product!
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